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The principal goal of the study to be outlined here was to obtain 
a systematic and practical means of determining structural models 
of the earth from the observed dispersii0n of surface waves or from 
the free oscillation spectrum. This was accomplished through a 
perturbation scheme which has its basis in Rayleigh',s Principle. 
That is, an initial test structure is assumed and then perturbed 
until its theoretical di~pcrsion agress with the observed dispersion 
to within some preselected degree of accuracy. The problem i's 
therefore to determine the necessary perturbations for .rapid conver-
gence of the theoretical spectrum to the observed spectrum. 
The essential concepts of the perturbation method were stated and 
utilized by Rayleigh himself and recently restated by Jeffreys in a 
context similar to that of the present study. However, up to the 
present time the method has been employed to predict the effect on 
the vibrational frequencies due ti0 a s'pecified change in the para-
meters of the system, such as density and the elastic constants. The 
present problem is just the inverse of this, that is, to determine 
changes in the system parameters which give a specified change in 
the characteri,s·tic vibrational frequencies. The application of Rayl-
eigh's Principle to this inverse problem was first suggested to us 
by Dr. Freeman Gilbert. 
\Ve have generalized the method tio a form applicable to this 
inverse problem in a radially inhomogeneous, spherical earth and 
have programed the procedure for automatic computation of the 
required structure. In addition, we have formulated the method in 
a manner which shows, very clearly, the nature of the dependence 
of the dispersive properties on small changes in the structure para-
meters. From this formulation we find that this perturbation 
scheme, which is exact to first order and, therefore, representative 
of any first order theory, is not by itself sufficient to predict the 
required first order changes in a test structure. However, if mild 
supplementary conditions of constraint are introduced, then the 
perturbation scheme does yield corrections which in practice have 
given rapid convergence. Thus, constraints, based on knowledge of 
the structure derived from other sources, have been shown to be a 
necessary as well as desirable part of the method. 
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Once having obtained a structure giving the same vi•brational 
spectrum as that observed, the question of uniqueness arises. In 
practice, only limited portions of the spectrum are ubserved and the 
spectral data wlll also have an associated error. In addition, the 
surface wave data represents an averaged dispersion over a laterally 
inhomogeneous earth. Under these conditions there is no question 
but that the derived structure is not unique. That is, there are 
other structures which will satisfy the data, which is necessarily 
limited in extent and accuracy, as well or very nearly as welL 
Further, depending on the conditions of the experiment, the model 
or models obtained can only represent an averaged structure for 
the earth, especially for the crust. Therefore, in view of the experi-
mental limitations alone, it is only realistic to consider the struc-
ture obtained in the light of other independent evidence. 
Thus, for example, travel time curYes are being computed from 
structures obtained from dispersion data for c-0mparison with the 
arrival times of body phases. In addition, as more and better data 
becomes available, especially with regard to the higher mode surface 
waYes, the practical uniqueness of the method will improve consi-
derably. 
Fig. l shows of the essential features of the theory in a condensed 
and symbolic form. Throughout the next few figures H and H, 
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denote differential operators, the U' s and A.' s are the eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues belonging to the 0tperators H. The Euler-Lagrange 
equations are. in the present context, just the equations of motion 
for Love of Rayleigh waves or equivalently for the torsional or 
spheroidal oscillations of the earth. 
The inner product of two functions is the indicated integral over 
the region in which the operator H is meaningful (i.e. the domain 
of H). In the present application this is the interior of our spherical 
earth model. 
The variational principle indicated is fundamental to this theory; 
the first equality is an identity while the second equality is essen-
tially a statement of Rayleigh's principle. Thus the eigenvalue is 
obtained by minimizing the indicated functional by varying U 
subject to the orthogonality condition indicated. 
The approximate variational method is in fact the approach used 
in the present application and corresponds to the usual layered 
approximation of a radially inhomogeneous earth. Formally it may 
be obtained from the exact variational formulation by breaking 
the integrals up into a sum of integrals over short intervals in the 
radial direction. For sufficiently small intervals the integrand in 
the individual integrals c:::n be approximated so that the coefficients 
of the differential operator are constants and the eigenfunctions arc 
solutions of the indicated set of differential equations each appro-
priate for a layer. The boundary conditions connect the solutions 
U', in each layer so as to maintain continuity and satisfy the original 
boundary conditions for the exact variational method. 
In the limit as the number ·of integration intervals (or layers) 
becomes large, the eigenvalue for this approximate theory will 
approach that of the exact theory. 
The perturbation theory shown in Fig. 2 actually follows from 
the statement of Rayleigh's principle. However, it may be formula-
ted and derived in greater generality in the manner indicated in 
these equations. Here we indicate how a perturbation affects one of 
the layer equations. The layer index is momentarily suppressed 
for clarity. 
The unperturbed system corresponds to our test structure while 
the perturlrnd system corresponds to a structure giving the observed 
dispersion. The difference in the structures corresponds to a per-
turbation of the coefficients of the differential operator. Taking the 
perturbations in the A.' s and P/ s to be small so that second order 
variations may be neglected, it is easy to show that ( 4) follows 
from these relationships. 
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P~rturbatt'on Theory 
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Fig 2 
It is convenient to cxpres,s this result in a form analogous to 
partial derivatives. Thus, we consider the ratio of the variation in 
the eigenvalue to the variation or perturbation of one of the elastic 
parameters with all the other parameters held fixed. 
For the layer or step approximation expressed in its full form we 
have indicated in figure 8 the two relations giving the unperturbed 
and perturbed eigenvalues. \Ve now can show how the differ·ence 
between these two eigenvalues depends on the differences hetween 
the elastic parameters in each layer. Thus proceeding in the same 
manner as in the previous figure we get the first order relationship 
indicated. 
Again the result may be expressed in terms of the partial varia-
tions, where all but one of the layer parameters are held constant 
for each partiaL These partials arc expressed in terms of the known 
unperturbed eigenfunctions and the Jmovm perturbation operators, 
and may therefore be computed from the test structure. 
An application of these ideas to the toroidal oscillations of the 
earth yields the relation show in figure 4. We shall use this mode 
of oscillation as an example of an application of the method. 
The conditions on the rigidity and density functions indicated 
denote the layer approximation and a representation involving a 
continuous variation of the elastic properties which al1so may be 
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used. Use of the latter structure representation involves some 
further complications which we shal!l not discuss, but is included 
here to indicate an alternate approach which is used and which is 
generally superior to the layer approximation. 
The associated equations, cf motion in the individual layers are as 
indicated and yield solutions in terms of Bessel functions. 
This formulation is actually somewhat awkward for numerical 
calculation. Figure 5 shows an alternate approximate form of the 
equation. of motion which is simple and highly accurate. 
Alternate Form (Toroidal Oscdlat/ons and Love Waves) 
dzWs 2 µs dWs [ w z (ka)zj w - 0 W - (SJ (k")z ___ nr.·"-i) µsdrz+r dr +f's /3/--;:; ,- ; s:::::nw..t, ... .x.x 
(Anderson's f/o/ earth approx1maf/on) 
N5 ~;~ +L5[~:-kz)vs=O: Vs=<a-i!.)Ws 
) 
where: N5 =. ( a~Es) fls , Ls= f's (Anisotropic) 
I Q 
f3s = ( Q-Z,) f3s 
s 
val/d when : hs::: c i!s+ 1 - Z5 ><<a 
Ea-i!/ '.:::(a-.i!.5/ z; ==Zs +hs/2 
a s a ' 
.solut/on : 
( a ( c z }~ Vs==Ass/nklf5 Z +BscoSk(sl!, (s= a-z;) (~,)-t 
Fig. S 
By introducing the parameters and new variables indicated we 
can transform the equation for the toroidal cscillations into. an 
equation wich has the form of an equation for Love waves in a flat 
layered anisotropic half-space. Thus we can actually consider 
simultaneously the toroidal oscillations of a sphere or Love wave 
propagation in a half-space. The approximation is valid when the 
layer thicknesses are small compared to the earth's radius (a). The 
solutions are seen to have a very simple form. 
Using the previous approximate equation of motion we find that 
Rayleigh's principle takes the simple form indicated (Fig. 6). Under 
(a) we have indicated the relationship for the layered approximation 
and under (b) that for a polynomial approximation for the elastic 
parameters. In both cases the integrals may be evaluated analyti-
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Fig. 6 
cally due to the simplicity of the eigenfunctions V, shown on the 
previous figure. 
The results of the perturbation theory ·can be applied and we 
easi1ly obtain the variational 1partials of interest. Further, the phase 
and group velocity are defined as indicated (Fig. 7) and can be 
Voriot/onal Partials 
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related by a variation of the wave number k and frequency w holding 
the elastic parameters constant. The result is as shown and was 
originally obtained by Meissner. 
By defining the potential and kinetic energies for each layer of 
the medium we are able to show that the partial variations of inte-
rest may be expressed in terms of the kinetic or potential energy of 
the layer divided by the total energy of the system in the manner 
indicated. 
Then using the fiDs't order relationship between the variations in 
the phase velocity or frequency and the variations in the elastic 
parameters, we nbtain the final perturbation formulas for the toroi-
dal oscillations or Love waves. Clearly the coefficients of the 
variations in the elastic parameters on the right are related by the 
condition noted and this relationship is important to the question 
of inversion, since these relationships 1will be used to solve for the 
variations in the elastic parameters in terms of oc and the energies 
at different frequencies. 
Figure 8 indicates the perturbatinn formulas for the polynomial 
approximation as well. In this case the partial variations involving 
Variational Partials (continued) 
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the polynomial coefficients cannot be connected to the energies of 
the system so directly as they were for the layered case. However, 
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the partials can be shown to be related in a fashion similar to those 
for the layered approximation. 
Now we can generate ·a set of perturbation equations correspon-
ding to a set of observations at M distinct frequencies w,. This set 
of equations may obviously be cxpres-sed as a matrix equation of the 
form indicated for the layered approximation. The matrices A, b 
and x are defined as indicated and in this case we wish to obtain 
the required perturbations of the elastic parameters. Therefore, we 
must consider the inverse of the matrix A. Due to the relationship 
between the matrix elements of A, which is, in this case, that the 
sum of the layer potential energies is equal to the sum of the layer 
kinetic energies, we find that the matrix A is singuiJar. Therefore, 
in order to achieve a solution for the x' s, constraints are introduced 
so as to limit at least ione of the layer parameters to have zero 
variation. In practice we have generally limited the rigidity in one 
or more crustal layers to be fixed. Under such constraints we denote 
the new conditioned A matrix by A1 , and it is easy to show that the 
inver·se of A1 exists. Therefore, the inversion may be accomplished 
in the least squares sense indicated or by simple relaxation or 
iteration methods. A siimilar situation holds for the method when 
the polynomial approximation is used. 
Fig. 9 and 10 show various stages in the evolution of an earth 
structure and the resulting dispersion compared to longperiod Love 
wave data. 
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